In this video we will cover the different types of content on Extension County Office Websites and how to manage them. This video is meant as a follow-up to the previous core training videos. If you have not watched those videos you should watch them first. 

Events posted to an OSU extension county office website appear in a few locations on the website. A couple of upcoming events appear in the sidebar on the home page, a feed of all upcoming events appears on the event landing page, a feed for past events appears on the past events page, a calendar of events is available in the event section of the website, and finally individual events can be related to a page and show up in the sidebar of that page. 

The event landing page shows a feed of upcoming events as teasers showing the title and date of an event along with a summary. This summary can be customized but by default it pulls in a fragment of the event description. This page can be edited like any basic page, the content of the page will display above the event feed. This is a great place to add information about regular hours or recurring events. 

Events appear very similar to pages. There is a page banner at the top, this works exactly the same as the page banner throughout the website, and below this is the event title, the events details box, and then the event description. 

To create an event, in the admin bar, go to content, add content, and then finally event. This will bring up the event content form. 

The body field of this form is your event description. This is a CK Editor field and allows you to build out the description in the same way you would other pages. See the CK Editor video or documentation for details. 

By default, the teaser view of your event will grab a fragment from the beginning of the body text. However, if you would like to customize that teaser view, click the edit summary button next to the body field title. This will reveal a second CK Editor field any content added to this field will be displayed as the summary in place of the event description. 

The date field has many options, you can choose whether your event will have just a date or a date and time by checking or unchecking the all day option. You can also optionally add an end date which will reflect the same date and time options as your start date. There is also an option to add repeat dates, setting these rules works very much like in softwares like outlook calendar. However, repeat dates create clutter in your calendar and can interfere with some calendar aggregation applications so it is not really recommended that you use this feature. 

There are a few detail and contact fields in events: event location, contact name, contact email, and contact phone. These fields are optional, whichever fields you fill in will appear in the event detail box and if you don't fill in a field it will just not appear. Fill in what makes sense for your event. 

Clicking one or more pages under relate to content will display the event in the right sidebar of that page. You can select multiple events by holding control on a pc or command on a mac as you click your mouse. 

At the very bottom of the event form you will find a check box for “Submit to CFAES”, checking this box when saving an event will send a copy of that event to an approval queue to appear on the college calendar at cfaes.osu.edu. These approvals are managed by the CFAES marketing team. 

County News Articles appear at a few places on the website. The most recent headlines appear in a block on the home page, here the banner image is used as a thumbnail and a teaser paragraph is displayed. News also appears as a feed on the news landing page, in tagged pages, and finally news articles can be related to other pages to show in that page's sidebar. 

The news landing page can be edited like any basic page the content of that page will appear above the news feed. This area could be a location for some kind of announcement or contact information for your news team. 

To add a news article, in the admin bar, go to content, add content, and county news article. This form is very similar to the page form. The body title and page banner fields are the same you use to build pages. 

By default the teaser view of your article will grab a fragment from the beginning of the body text. However, if you'd like to customize that teaser click the edit summary link next to the title of the body field. This will reveal a second CK Editor field any content added to this field will be displayed as the summary instead of the body fragment. 

Tags allow you to categorize your news articles, they appear at the bottom of an article and clicking a tag will bring up a page showing teasers for all articles using that tag. When you begin to type a tag into the tag field it will automatically search for existing tags. If you see the tag you are typing click it to add it to the document. If you do not see the tag that you are typing in the search results just continue to type it in and when you save the document that tag will be added to the database. You can add as many tags as you would like to an article, separate each tag with a comma. 

Similar to events, clicking one or more pages in the relate to content field will cause your news article to appear in the sidebar of that page. You can select multiple pages by holding control on a pc or command on a mac while you click your mouse. 

A listing of county staff appears on the staff landing page. You can find this page under about on your website. This landing page lists profiles in a table with basic contact information. You should create a profile for each member of the staff in your county office. 

Similar to events and news, the staff landing page can be edited just like a basic page. This allows you to add a staff photo or general contact information for your office. 

There are a number of detail and contact fields in the county staff content type. Those that you will fill in will display on this page, those that you do not fill in will not, so fill in what makes sense for your team. 

An optional field for a profile image will accept images that are at least 225 pixels by 300 pixels. To add an image, click the choose file button to navigate your hard drive and select an image. Once selected, click the upload button this will upload the image to the server and reveal a cropping interface for you to select the area of the image which you wish to use for your profile. 

Due to an issue in the Drupal platform we were unable to programmatically require alternative text here. However you should be adding alternative text to these images and that would be a description of your image in this field. 

At the bottom of the profile form is an expandable section for the Extension Directory. This is a searchable directory of profiles across all extension websites located on extension.osu.edu. Unless a profile is already in the directory from another website, this section should be filled in. These are fields specific to the directory and help users locate extension professionals according to a number of factors. 

Resources are blocks of relatable links that can be added to the sidebar of your pages. Each resource contains one or several links and appear on one or multiple pages. 

To make a new resource, go to content, add content, and resource. This will reveal the resource edit form. 

The link field will allow you to add one or more links to websites or documents. To add more than one link click the add another item button at the bottom of the field. 

The type field allows you to choose from one of two possible headings for your block, Helpful Links or Additional Resources. 

Similar to news articles and events the relate to content field allows you to choose one or more pages for your resource to appear on. You can select multiple pages by holding control on a pc or command on a mac as you click your mouse. 

There are a few special pages on extension websites. The home page has several automatic blocks which you cannot edit, but the page itself works like any other basic page on the website. It has a page banner field that you can use to replace the banner appearing on the home page and then the body field will appear above the news blocks in the center of the page. It is perfect for adding a welcome message for your visitors. 

Pages for signature programs have already been added to the website. Occasionally, if a program does not exist in your county that page has probably already been added, but has been marked unpublished. You should not create new program pages and if you need one added to your county speak with your extension communications administrator. Editing program pages works very similar to basic pages, the only difference is the featured county program field. Checking or unchecking this box will control which programs appear in the featured county programs listing on the sidebar of your website. 

On the home page as well as in the footer there's a block of basic contact information for your county office. This includes an address, a phone number, an email address, a link for directions, hours of operations, and a space to put a brief announcement. This block appears in the sidebar of the homepage, in the footer of every page, and in the sidebar of the about page. This information is contained within the about page and you would edit the about page to change any of these fields. The about page itself is very similar to a basic page, but the fields for this contact information block have been added to it. The about page also has a general description of extension, which appears below the content that you add to this page for your own county.
